Through the B.A./M.S. in Biotechnology Management & Entrepreneurship, YU undergraduates can complete up to three graduate Biotechnology courses (nine credits) in their senior year that count towards both their undergraduate and graduate degrees, accelerating their path to the graduate degree and saving tuition along the way. After completing the bachelor’s, students can complete the M.S. in Biotechnology at YU’s Katz School of Science and Health in as little as one more year.

ABOUT THE M.S. IN BIOTECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

With the global biotech market poised to reach $860 billion, leaders with skills that merge science and business are needed to keep pace. YU’s 36-credit M.S. in Biotechnology Management and Entrepreneurship is a unique, interdisciplinary program designed specifically for the workforce needs of the biotechnology industry. You’ll master the mission-critical scientific, technical and business knowledge needed to launch, manage, scale and commercialize biotechnology innovations and delivery systems. You’ll learn what it takes to shepherd a great idea through regulations, clinical trials, compliance and patents. And you’ll merge your knowledge of science, technology and business to effectively bring pharma and biotech products to market—and to create a better world. Learn more at: yu.edu/katz/Biotech

ABOUT THE KATZ SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND HEALTH

Yeshiva University, located in the heart of New York City, is a U.S. News & World Report Top 100 University. The Katz School of Science and Health is Yeshiva University’s flagship school for STEM and Health Sciences. We are research scientists, tech builders and patient-centered clinicians working on problems that matter. We focus on industry sectors that are central to the modern economy: Artificial Intelligence, Biotechnology, Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, Digital Media, and Fintech, as well as Occupational Therapy, Physician Assistant Studies and Speech-Language Pathology.